Autonomous agents are an important area of research in the sense that they are proactive, and include: goal-directed and communication capabilities. Furthermore each goals of the agent are constantly changing in a dynamic environment. Part of the challenge is to automate the process corresponding to each agent in order that they find their own objectives. Agents do not have to work individually, but can work with others and develop a coordinated group of actions. These agents are highly appreciated, when real time problems are involved, meaning that an agent must be able to react within a specific time interval, considering external events. Our work focuses on the design of a multi-agent architecture consisting of autonomous agents capable of acting through a goal-directed with: a) constraints, b) real-time, and c) with incomplete knowledge of the environment. This paper shows a model of collaborative agents architecture that share a common knowledge source, allowing knowledge of the environment; where we analyze it and its changes, choosing the most promising way for achieving the goals of the agent, in order to keep the whole system working, even if a fault occurs.
charge of this reassignment is represented by a multi-agent system that has the necessary knowledge to react to those eventualities, reassigning its transmission frequency in order to fulfill the service.
Multi Agent System
In artificial intelligence, one of the hardest problems is to consider the real-world events, as input to the entity in charge of solving a particular problem. The latter is one of the reasons for the introduction of the agents in the field, where the real world with its dynamic changes, should be considered by the entity responsible for problem solving. This work introduces an algorithm based on artificial intelligence techniques like blackboard architecture, and collaborative and reactive agents. This permits distribute the decision making process into reactive autonomous agents all of them are incorporated in a MAS. This translates into time and the more time is available for the agent's computation, the more intelligent the behavior will become. Furthermore, the iterative improvement enables the planning process to easily adapt the plan to change or unexpected situation. In the case of the reactive agents, they do not have internal models of the environment and based its action in a cycle of stimulus-reaction, according to the events presented in the current state of the environment in which are embedded; hence, it could not have objectives, nor explicit planning mechanisms and still be able to solve problems classified as complex. However, this situation can be partially resolved by the different ways in which you can achieve the interaction between them and between them and the environment. In this work an agent is a real or abstract entity that is: 1) able to choose about himself and about the environment; 2) has a partial representation of the environment and 3) within a universe multi-agent is able to communicate with other agents. The behavior of this agent is the product of their comments, their objectives and their interactions with other agents. This form of approximation is based on the interaction and the purpose of making many specialists agents cooperate, instead of using a central program and general to solve a problem as it does the traditional artificial intelligence. System components emerge with a semantic skill obtained from a decomposition of the problem. This decomposition can meet the agents, their responsibilities and interactions. The skills acquired can be viewed conceptually as the points where decisions, such as levels of abstraction of a plan that is the solution of a problem or as partial solutions to solve the problem are taken. It follows that planning is in the analysis and design, hence it is so important. The internal system modeling is done based on the behavior you want to display the system. That is, we must have a clear and complete picture of what we want to do with the system. Otherwise it would be impossible to set sub-goals according to their tasks to each of the agents. This means that system designers with reactive agents must invest time in design to let precompiled or hard-wire fixed in the action-selection mechanism. And so it is concluded that while planning mechanisms (traditional artificial intelligence) leave much work to deliberative agent. Reactive deliberative approach leaves much work to the designer. According to [3] , in the analysis and design of a MAS we must take into consideration next aspects: 1) agent modelling: an agent need a model of its world; 2) multi-agent planning: in some cases agents will share plans in order to coordinate their behavior or to achieve a goal using others; 3) social relationships: agents may have social relationships, 4) interaction: agents may interact. In a multi-agent world in which interaction is not pre-defined, agents may need models of each other to decide how interact; 5) communication: agents may communicate to exploit interaction and ensure coordination. Taking into consideration last aspects next section are related with the analysis and design of the agent.
Agents
According to Smart framework proposed by [3] and resumed in Figures. First of all, we need to define a goal, which is a group of objectives to be fulfilled by an entity [3] . The agents must select their actions depending on the environment and their own and co-share goals with other agents. A goal describes a set of states, plus the attitude that the agent should have toward them. It is represented by a state made up of a set of affairs that can be carried out within the environment. Now we will define the agents within the aforementioned hierarchy (Figure 1) . Here an agent is an instantiation object, which is associated with one or several goals. We have to consider that an agent goal can generate a passive or active reaction. Passive goals are goals which are imposed or assigned and active goal is how handles the actions to satisfy its goals interacting with the environment. An agent immersed in an environment has a set of perceptions producing the only attributes that the agents can get from the outside world; these perceptions depend on the agent capabilities and also on the world state. It is important to mention that an agent cannot perceive all the environment attributes; therefore, its behavior is based only on a subset of those attributes. This subject is related to the partial world representation proposed by Brooks [5] .
Case Study
According to the number of nodes in the system, it means that one MAS, which will call controller-reactive agent from now on; is assigned to each node in the network. The case study have two agents one active and the other passive as shown in Figure 1 , it do not have presentation part, because all the proceeding is inside the software system.
Another important characteristic is the collaboration between the agents to select the most convenient option supported by the blackboard, due to this collaboration and the information of the blackboard architecture, the controller-reactive agent has a more real perception of the environment and is capable of a self-reconfiguration choosing its transmitting channel. In this way it ensures the transmission, getting a new frequency every time it needs to transmit. A real time distributed control system should execute its tasks at a specific time; it uses an algorithm to organize them named the Planning [6] - [8] , it could be, for instance, earliest deadline first (EDF) to guarantee a good operation of the system. However there is no guarantee of this behavior; there are external factors that modify the operation at the communication stage [5] [9] [10] , so one way to guarantee that the information arrives to its destination is being aware of this variation. The goal of this work is to provide a way to have the information transmitted at different communication channels (according to several frequency transmissions); where, there is not a static frequency (it referrers to quantity of information transmitted in a unit of time) to transmit, instead of an option is selected from a blackboard, taking into account the restrictions and the agreement amongst agents. The following strategy is considered to overcome undesirable effects when collisions are present during communication between processes in a distributed environment. If a process needs to execute a set of tasks, which must be planned, one has to take into account that the sum of the times that each of them consume must be less than the specified time to run the process. If the tasks comply with this condition are said to be feasible to be planned. In this case it's a bandwidth planning, a task is likely to be planned if there is a suitable frequency within its bandwidth to ensure the time period in which it should be transmitted (to guarantee the real-time). The variables considered in each planner are: 1) the number of tasks; 2) the number of frequencies; 3) allowable range of frequencies for each task; 4) priority tasks (all tasks have different priority); 5) duration.
In a test schema where you have two agents with three tasks for planning each one, you can distinguish be- 
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tween two scenarios, in the first one all the tasks of two agents can be scheduled, in the second one there can be tasks that can be scheduled in this moment therefore the algorithm identifies them and does not allow that the information to be transmitted, as there is no available frequency, therefore they continue by selecting the best option for the other tasks. On having continued with the review of tasks that must be planned, it checks again if it can be scheduled in the current environment and continues with the procedure. Dynamic bandwidth scheduling allows the transmission of a task to a different speed each time, that is to say, the transmission frequency is changed using a parameter that indicates the period of time in which it is used. To notify to other agents the frequency that has been selected a message is sent and there are updated the blackboards of each of them. Our work is focused on performing the ordering of the communication between processes in a dynamic way, so the information can be transmitted on different communication channels to size the bandwidth and improve the performance of the system. That is, we use a static or predefined scheduling of communication, and allow each process to communicate through different channels, taking into account several restrictions, like: bandwidth, availability of frequencies and priority. In this paper distributed artificial intelligence is pursued based on collaborating multi-agent systems having a shared memory, by simplicity we call it, blackboard (black board architecture) [11] [12]. To achieve this goal, collaborating reactive agents are used at the scheduling stage in a distributed control system in order to implement an agreement with respect to the use of several communication channels (see Figure 2) . Each agent performs a local scheduling algorithm supported by the blackboard information, which is modified periodically reflecting the state of the environment in which they are acting. If a controller-reactive agent needs to modify the messages sent through a specific communication channel, this is agreed with the rest. If this is a valid option the related agent is capable of schedule its transmission. This is implemented by the use of a blackboard among reactive agents in order to get a consensus with respect to the use of the available channels on the bandwidth. Each node is composed by a controller-reactive agent, which performs the scheduling of tasks, assigning an adequate frequency for each process in order to transmit. To determine if the related communication channel is the adequate, the controller-reactive agent produces a selection based on the information at the blackboard, [6] [11] [13] [14] . The selection mechanism consists of a consultation among controller-reactive agents to know which communication channel is available, according to the interval assigned per process and the related global scenario. For the case of collision there is a mechanism based on the priorities of the tasks and the identifier of each controller-reactive agent. On the other hand we must remember that we have more channels than agents. The latter ensures that the message will always be transmitted. It is important to mention that competition focuses on the fastest channel. The blackboard is a table that reflects the state of the environment. In order to assign a communication channel, each controller-reactive agent reviews the general information contained in the blackboard and reach an agreement based upon two key issues: the flexibility of local processes to perform communication and the pursued scenario with these modifications. This blackboard contains the frequencies assigned to every controller-reactive agent per local process. So every certain period the controller-reactive agents are looking at and modifying this table if needed. In case of collisions, if the chosen channel is busy, the process is re-scheduled to choose another communication channel with respect to the available range assigned per process. The adaptation capacity represents a robust way of adaptability and predictability. The last idea drives the system to maintain or improve its operation. The final goal is to get a balance between the dynamic environment and a decentralized process in the system core [14] [15].
Collaborative Systems
This paradigm refers to have independent modules that cooperate in order to solve a problem together. The details and complexity associated with each module is encapsulated within them. Problems are solved in a distributed way; this is accomplished by dividing the knowledge of the solution among the different modules [9] [16] [17] . Depending on the different ways of communication modules, we have: 1) strongly coupled systems, where communication takes place through shared memory; and 2) weakly coupled, where communication is through message passing. The case of strongly coupled systems is based on blackboard architectures. This kind of processing is driving by data and by the target, having at the end the problem performed. In the other side the case of weakly coupled systems, the communication among modules is achieved through message passing. There are different ways of message passing: 1) coherence based on cooperation, negotiation-based agreement; 2) hierarchy and organization; 3) computing and communication [4] [13]- [17] . In the case study we conceive a hybrid module that combines the two aspects of weakly coupled systems and strongly coupled systems. Corkill [16] proposes a very flexible way to combine the blackboard architecture with the multi-agent architecture. Taking into account the characteristics of collaborating processes. The case study is based on a Full-Fledged Blackboard Agents; where there are different reactive agents with its own knowledge source, and its own blackboard. For further information review the Corkill document. With this approach it is designed a model that allows autonomy based on the ability to share data. According to Corkill [16] , a collaborative system must have the following 6 features: 1) representation, having a sufficient number of modules that allow the understanding of the system as a whole; 2) incorporation, the modules are able to recognize the stimuli according to their skills; 3) emergency modules provide the ability to find the information they need to react in the environment; 4) interaction, create modules that are able to use the concurrent work of others while they are working in a shared task; 5) integration, providing them with a mechanism that allows them to combine and interpret the results obtained by other modules; 6) rationale, design modules capable of doing the right things at the right moment. This work has a model that allows take advantage of essential elements from next two approaches: 1) share data and; 2) have autonomy. These approaches make possible have modules with an emergent behavior. Taking into account the actions of other agents [11] [14]- [16] [18] . In order to design behaviors and achieve the six characteristics of a collaborative system, the controller-reactive agent is designed considering the detailed of the SMART Framework proposed by d'Inverno and Luck [3] . It provides us a classification based on objects, agents and autonomous agents [14] [16].
Basic Implementation
We propose a collaborative system based on a shared memory and multi-agent architecture taking into account that communication need share a set of data; that allows triggering different actions in the different controller-reactive agents. These mechanisms generate the autonomy. According to the theory developed by d'Inverno and Luck [1] [3] [16] , a multi-agent system is one that contains a collection of two or more agents. Since goals cannot exist without having been generated by autonomous agents, it is impossible for agents to exist without autonomy somewhere in the system. So the definition of a multi-agent system is any system that contains: 1) two or more agents; 2) at least one autonomous agent and 3) at least one relationship between two agents where one satisfies the goal of the other. For this case the multi-agent system has an autonomous one, the planning agent, and a passive one, the transmission agent (Figure 3) . The blackboard is used by the autonomous agent in order to handle its autonomy, through the knowledge of the changes in the environment, which in the case under study refers to knowing which controller-reactive agent is using a given communication channel per process. For further clarification, see Figure 2 and Figure 3 [18] . A variant of the models proposed by Corkill [16] is used, where each autonomous agent (planning) has just one source of knowledge and a blackboard (see Figure 2) . This MAS, called controller-reactive agent, allows: 1) communication, through the data written in each of the blackboards; 2) coordination, through the updating of such data; and 3) an autonomous behavior, due to the ability to perceive the dynamic environment through the data on the blackboard. In what follows we describe the distributed control problem and the proposed solution. In the proposed MAS, at each controller-reactive agent there is an autonomous agent that represents the knowledge source and a passive one that has the necessary capabilities to achieve the objectives of the autonomy [14] [15] [17] - [19] . Figure 3 , shows the dependences between active and passive agents. Their functions are described using the notation of d'Inverno and Luck [3] .
Planning: Autonomous Agent Type of Goal: Active
Objective: Scheduling tasks taking into account the transmission frequency. Perceptions Action it perceives: a) selects an adequate frequency for the transmission of a task, based on the record of available frequencies (blackboard). b) Updates its record (blackboard) in accordance with the messages coming from other agents. c) Modifies the frequency to transmit the task.
What can it perceive?
The available frequencies, messages from the inter-agent communication, the value of the data to be transmitted and the priorities of the tasks.
What will it perceive? The adequate available frequency, in accordance to the priorities of the task at hand. Action Performs the planning of tasks to be transmitted in a dynamic way for a specific frequency, chosen from the revision of a shared memory (blackboard) that shows the possible options to transmit according to the allowed range, and updates itself checking the mailbox, were there is information about whether other agent is using or releasing a frequency range. In a collision case, the controller-reactive agent communicates with the other controller-reactive agent involved and defines the use of the frequency based on the priority of the task, updating the blackboard later on.
Transmission: Passive Agent Type of Goal: Passive Objective: Performs the transmission of the task on the assigned frequency. Perceptions Action it perceives: Transmits the task.
What will it perceive?
The frequency in which the task will be transmitted. Action Transmits the tasks in the frequency decided by the planning autonomous agent.
In this case, since we are dealing with frequency planning, we may say it will be able to be planned if there is an adequate frequency to warrant the time in which it must be transmitted (in real time) [6] [7] [8] [13] . The Planning agent may fulfill several actions depending on the variables that it is managing at an instant of time (t); 1) it verifies if there is a message in the mailbox. If there is a collision, i.e. if a chosen frequency is being used, a message is sent to the respective controller-reactive agent. Each controller-reactive agent knows the priority of the processes and the identifier of every controller-reactive agent. Taking into account the former data and the criterion based on the priorities of the processes, a channel is assigned and thus the assignment of frequencies is restructured from the Planning agent for this current scenario. In the agent's blackboard ( Table 1 and Table 2) there is a list of available channels that are related to the process willing to communicate and to the corresponding controller-reactive agent. The attributes of the Frequencies For practical purposes it is assumed that the process is equal to the task priority, to avoid redundancy information. The Port column of the table shows if the process is a proper one (if the number is greater than zero) or the process of another controller-reactive agent (if it is less than zero) or is an available frequency (if it is equal to zero). The minimum and maximum frequencies, together with the priority number, allow us to select the frequency more adequate for each process, i.e., they will restrict and bind the range of frequencies in which the process can be transmitted. Duration shows the period of time on which the task will be transmitted in an assigned frequency.
The Mental Model
In some areas it is possible to formulate cognitive theories of competition, specifying: what has to be calculated, when, and why, then on the basis of these theories an algorithm is developed to represent the mental model. This area of study is known as the theory of competition and is based on performing mental models. The essential part of mental models is its functional characteristic. They are defined as functional abstractions, with respect to the job or jobs, and provide a deductive framework for problem solving. The basic aspect of this doctrine lies in assuming that most of the inferences made daily depend on: spontaneous conclusions and a set of arguments that do not always lead to a valid conclusion. Once we have the design, the next step is to get the mental models; it is a pseudo-code that shows all the inputs, outputs and methods. The dynamic planning is based on a MAS supported by the Blackboard in a Full-Fledged scheme in order to share the information about environment. This configuration is due to it is required that agents must be independent in their self-performance, that means, they keep sharing information through the blackboard even if one of them stops working. Each agent, has it own Knowledge source (independent modules that contain the expertise needed to solve a problem) based on their competences and local views, that allows interpret the information according to their goals, executing the best action to achieve its mission. To execute a process we must take into account the sum of every period of time that are used to realize a task by each agent, which must be lower than the time specified for the process. If the every task fulfills these conditions, it means are feasible to be planned. In this case, as it is a bandwidth plan- ning, a task is feasible to be planned if there is an appropriate frequency available to guarantee the task must be transmitted in time (Guaranteed Real Time). The Planning Agent must perform many actions: 1) if it is a task, verify if it has a message in the mailbox; if it is true, 2) selects a feasible frequency to transmit the task; 3) sends a message to the other agents notifying the selected frequency. If a frequency is schedulable, the frequency is changed (just before this, the mailbox is checked again to ensure that the frequency selected is available) and, at that time, that interaction between an autonomous and non-autonomous agents begins, the Transmission agent receives the task and the frequency, and executes the transmission returning the control to the Planning agent in the next instant of time.
Planning Agent Attributes
The Blackboard has a list of available frequencies that are related to the task that is being transmitted. The Frequency table attributes are: Frequency, Task and Agent. Task, is the task that the agent must transmit in a specific moment, here the duration is known and is the parameter that indicates when must be changed the transmission frequency. In the Blackboard (Table 1) , if Task is less than zero indicates that is available, if not, indicates that the task is being transmitted. The Blackboard also contains a table for Frequency priorities ( Table 2) , which indicates the minimum and maximum frequency on the bandwidth, defining the priority for each Frequency of every task. Both, Task and Frequency are updated as a result of communication between agents, so, in this way the agents knows the status of others. A multi-agent architecture is based on the premise that there should be at least two autonomous agents and one other non-autonomous to help them to achieve their goals [5] . This proposal includes two agents, the first, Planning is autonomous and performs the bandwidth planning for each task and it assigns a specific frequency for transmission and manages the blackboard. It is the responsible of the communication with other agents by sending a message to the mailbox, updates the Blackboard if a message is received in the mailbox. Finally changes the frequency to transmit the task. The second agent is passive, and called Transmission, is who executes decisions from Planning agent and produces changes directly to the environment.
Planning Agent Methods
Planning selects and change the frequency transmission, sends messages to achieve communication between agents. All this is done through of five methods: a) Select Frequency (SelectFrc). Analyze the Blackboard to get a feasible frequency to transmit a task. It depends on the priority and the minimum and maximum frequency on the allowed bandwidth. If a task is waiting for a frequency assignment, the mailbox is checked and the blackboard is updated, if it is a schedulable frequency, it sends a message to the other agents and executes ModifyFrc.
Inputs 
Experiments
The dynamic planning in a bandwidth, allows the task transmission in a different speed, see Figure 4 . The frequency of transmission is changed using a duration parameter, which indicate the period of time, used in (see Table 2 ). Taking this into account, the parameters are defined and the Table 1 and Table 2 are built, while planning is carried out see Figure 4 , it is noted as the transmission speed decreases and increases in run time, considering duration parameter. While the frequency is lower there are more pulses in the graph, it means the transmission speed is higher, in the other hand, while the frequency is higher, there are less pulses in the graph, it means the transmission speed is lower. Figure 5 , shows changes in frequency for each task, it is important to note that frequencies are not repeated at the same instant, it is possible due to the messages interchange between agents. In the first graph Task 1 is shown, where the frequency change is each second, the second graph shows Task 2 frequency changing every two seconds and the third graph shows Task 3 by the frequency change every three seconds. Whenever contemplate a new frequency selected frequencies being used for other tasks.
It should be noted, that Task 1 corresponds to agent 1, Task 2 to agent 2 an Task 3 to agent 3, and it is possible to plan n Tasks per agent.
Conclusion
The root of the problem comes from the distributed system in fault situations and its capability to be robust to these faults. In this case (distributed control system), special attention is placed on the communication aspect, and a dynamic planning is devised allowing it to organize the task communication, choosing a frequency at execution time. Due to the fact that the conditions of the system are dynamic, the assignment must be coupled to the environment. This proposal presents a strategy in which the information is transmitted in a flexible manner, since the value of the transmission frequency is no longer constant. There is a range of frequencies in which the process is allowed to transmit, making the management of frequency range options possible. It is worth mentioning that within the distributed system several local schedulers are required, which together perform the total planning of the system. The blackboard architecture allows displaying the partial solutions along the way to the global solution of the system; these solutions are those contributed by each one of the controller-reactive agents when making a choice for each process in which each one is taking part. At design time agents with blackboard included (Full-Fledged Blackboard Agents) was chosen [11] , since it was required that collaborative multi-agent system be independent through the data they handle, allowing them to develop their controller-reactive agents, i.e., if one of them ceases to operate, this doesn't mean that others stop working, because in the case in point the system is distributed physically. With this in mind we model an hybrid module that combines the two main aspects of the two different multi-agent architectures. On the one hand a weakly coupled systems (messages passing) and on the other a strong-coupled system (blackboard) [11] [12] [16] . On the other hand, the multi-agent system warrants sending the information, tasks and messages for the communication among the controller-reactive agents. However, the one who warrants that the information gets to its destination is the communication protocol, which is being used [20] [21] . It is important to remark that this algorithm was thought for a real time distributed control reconfiguration systems, in order to manage all the faults that could appear in it, and then take one action to stabilize the system. In this case, if a controller-reactive agent stops its work, the others search for a free frequency and transmit its information in the selected frequency. That's the reason why this algorithm has a self-reconfiguration core. No matter if a fault occurs, the system get on working because its self-reconfiguration. Like we are using a multi-agent architecture we can add more parameters to be perceived from the environment (thought the autonomous controller-reactive agent), and more agents to execute specific actions [15] [17] [18] [22] . One use could be in the cognitive radio (CR) which is a wireless communication in which one element, the transmitter can detect which channels are busy and which are available to sends its information, through intelligent methods, all of this independently of the used technology [10] . According with Tachwali, Basma, Refai [23] , other concepts important to take into account in the design of an effective cognitive radio are configurability and adaptability. Configurability is related with the ability to change the communication mode, as is inferred from the definition of cognitive radio. And adaptability enables an automatic communication mode selection based on wireless channel conditions. The demand for ubiquitous wireless services has increased during the last decade [3] ; spectrum resources are limited and are allocated according to a fixed spectrum assignment policy. So another aspect to consider is the operation opportunistically in the frequency band allocated to a licensed system, on the primary user. In the case of cognitive systems [2] we make a contribution to a complex behavior basically because the design of the controller-reactive agents is based on a local view of different elements, last take into consideration the environment. The controller-reactive agents can have an organization without the external intervention. We propose a synchronize behavior based on hierarchy of the different processes. There is an assurance to achieve the final goal. Finally this algorithm is robust because it is tolerant to fails. The authors consider that the algorithm proposed is independent of the case study and could be implemented to: 1) improve the communication among process; or 2) to simulate human reasoning of an expert; given an additional positive aspect with reactive characteristics that implies autonomy.
